Thomas Merton:
Strategies of a Master Teacher of Poetry
by Gloria Kitto Lewis

Thomas Merton thought of himse lf as not only a Cistercian monk and poe t, but very importantly
as a student and teacher. As he wrote in his journal in May 1962. ''I usually ignore this element of my
vocation, but obviously I am a writer, a student and teacher as well as a contemplat ive of sorts. and
my solitude, etc .. is that of a writer and teacher, not of a pure hermit." 1 Merton writes very little
directly about his ideas about education and his experiences as teacheroftheology and literature. Yet,
recently, a few scholars working with Parker Palmer and others in a relatively new field called spirituality of education have begun exploring Merton's education theories and pedagogical applications.
As Merton was a teacher and student of poetry, one rich source for initial study is the tapes of fourteen classes in 1965-66 at the Abbey in Gethsemani for the novices on the poetry of three mystic
poets. Blake, Hopkins, and Rilke. Some of these tapes are housed in the collection at the Thomas
Merton Center, while others have been published by Credence Cassettes. Merton's teaching of Rainer
Maria Rilke was particularly focused and lively because, as his journal notes reveal, he was giving
special attention to Rilke in his private studies at the time he was presenting Rilke's work to his
students. Merton's classes on Ri lke give valuable insights into Merton as master teacher of poetry.
The purpose of his poetry classes on Rilke and the other poets was threefold. The first was to help
the novices through the aesthetic experience to continue to discover on their own who they were in
the most profound sense. As Merton noted in his major essay on
education, "The purpose of education is to help the student to
discover himself: to recognize himself and to identify who it is
that chooses."2 And he later added that education "'means discovering in the ground of one's being a ·self' which is ultimate
and indestructible, which not on ly survives the destruction of
all other more superficial selves but finds its identity affirmed
and clarified by their destruction.''3 The second purpose was to
introduce and practice a strategy for pai1icipating in poetry because, through contemplation of art, students could touchstone
with the hidden wholeness of all creation a nd in so doing could
come into communion with God. Merton felt that "the genuine
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aesthetic ex perience is something whi ch transcends not onl y the sensible order (in w hic h it has its
beginning) but also that ofreason itself. IL is a supernatura l intuition of the latent perfection ofthings."4
He found that it is " an analogue to the mystical experience wh ich il resembles and imitates from
afar."5 Through conte mpl ation of a poe m, the student can "grasp the inner reality. the vital substance
of its object, by a kind of affecti ve identification of itself wi th it.'' 6 The third purpose was to round out
their liberal arts studi es because study of poetry could bring them valuable knowledge as well as
wisdom and joy. Believi ng in the val ue of a liberal education for contemplatives, Me rton was quick
to remind hi s students during the second session on Rilke on February 6, 1966, for example, that they
needed to know Rilke if they were goi ng to be educated in the humanities. 7
Given the structure, student body. s ubj ect matter, these classes were difficult to teach. These
sessions on poetry were held only intermi u entl y. Some classes. called conferences, were held o n
Sunday afternoons and others were part of regularly scheduled courses of study in theology. All were
only thirty minutes long. There fore. Me rton often was obliged to review material presented in an
earlier sessio n in addition to presenting new poems. Al best. a half an hour is very liltle time even to
do justice to a couple of poems as complex as many of Rilke ·s. Added to the time constraints were the
problems the students presented. The stude nts, tho ug h undoubtedly cooperative. attentive, polite,
and able, had a notable range of backgrounds. Some had college educations wh ile others had onl y
finished hig h school. Most seemed to ha ve very little knowledge about drama and poetry. For example. in a class dealing with songs in The Tempest and As You Like It, Merton discovered that not
one person had read any of Shakespeare ·s plays.K In another class. Merton was clearl y relieved w hen
a couple of students did know two of Hopkins' more popular poems about the Blessed Mo ther, "The
May Magnificat" and "The Blessed Virgin Compared lo the A ir We Breathe." With a measure of
jubilation, he said, "We are in good shape."9 None o f the students had read Rilke's poetry and, indeed. had Lo be coaxed into studying his poetry, as Rilke was not a Roman Catholic. In a c lass on
Rilke. Me rton stated emphaticall y:
We have got to have the right attitude toward thi s because you are used to siuing
and have the law laid o ut to you saying thi s is the way it ought to be. Here everything is wide open ... There are things about Rilke that can not be decided and some
things will shock you. I am keepi ng o n him not onl y because I am working o n him
and am interested in him. but also because l think monks now sho uld get into the
habit of being shocked and not dropping the person who shocked him immediately.10
Yet as the tapes reveal, Me11on me t the c hall enges by having a clear vision of his stude nt audie nce
and methodology. Aiming to teach acti ve poetry participation classes as opposed to merely passive
poetry appreciation classes. hi s goal was to help students to experi ence poems on their own in ways
that would enable these contempl ati ves to come into communi on wi th self and God. Ironically, never
did Merto n think he was actua lly teaching . Rather he was guiding and, very importantly. learning
a long with hi s stude nts. He emphaticall y said that fortunately at Gethsemani. as opposed to Columbia University, he was ··no longer teaching anybody an} thi ng." 11 In teaching these poems. he ..,poke in
an informal , unthreatening manner. e.xplainmg complicated conceph like Rilke's inseeing in ~impl e
terms. Often he was playful. T urning to a new poem, he would say. "Let'!> hit it,'' or now let's sec
·'what the scoop is." Whe n introduci ng Bl ake's ''Ah. S un flower,'' he emphasized the. ah. and added
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··Ah. that is in the kind of stuff I write all the time." 12 To ensure success, he arranged poems in an
increasing order of difficulty. Study of Rilke, for example, moved from two poems from his middle
period. 'The Merry-Go-Round'' and "The Panther:· to major works in his later period, The Book of
Hours and the Duino Elegies.
Using a student-centered approach. Merton used some effective techniques when introducing a
poem. To initially enliven discussions. he related anecdotes that made the poets come ali ve. On
introducing Rilke, he began with a description of the poet: "If you are going to read him. don"t look
at his picture first. He is an aristocrat, a Czech aristocrat born in Bohemia. He has a droopy mustache
and great pockets under his eyes. and he is a typical middle European aristocrat. The only people who
look more educated were the Hungarian aristocrats, of which there aren' t any anymore. He looks like
Alphonso the Thirteenth."D Then Merton proceeded to imitate this aristocrat talking and concluded,
" If you look at his picture first, you have had it. You aren' t going to read his poetry. That is going to
be enough." 14 Invariably, he tried to help the class relate to the experience of the poet. After reading
the fifth poem from Section One of Rilke ·s The Book of Hours, which presents God as one in the nex t
room separated only be a wall, Merton pointed out with great sensitivity that that is the way the
monks sometimes think and feel. In his initial comments on Rilke's "The Unicorn." in which the
saint looks up during his prayer and sees a unicorn, Merton was quick to observe. "Of course this
happens all the time'' around the monastery. 15
Believing that poetic sounds helped to convey the poem ·s content, he read the poem under discussion a loud, often in the original language. Merton had found this technique useful in his private
study. Referring in a journal note to Rilke's poems, he wrote: "I notice that I have really never
pronounced German words. I have always neglected to bite into them & to use all the consonants.
Now I must do this reading R. carefully aloud. eating the words, making them real." 16 In presenting
Rilke, he often read the poems in German. His reading of 'The Panther" was moving. The lines
··rausen staben gabe," meaning '"thousands of bars,., surrounding the panther in the zoo, were some
he read over and over, noting that those German words underscored the panthers experience of being
imprisoned in seemingly endless bars. 17
After introducing the poem, Merton demonstrated over and again a strategy for participating in a
poem. This method can be characterized as perceptual rather than conceptual, as it involves using a ll
the senses in experiencing the poem. It resembles the strategy advocated by the philosopher F. David
Martin. 1R Like Martin, Merton advocated confronting the fact of the work of art rather than merely
facts about the work. He used this approach well in the teaching of Rilke's "The Panther." Students,
participants in the poem, walked through three steps. First, they perceived the poem with their senses.
Merton read the poem aloud first in the original German, then in his favori te translation by C. F.
Maclntyre. 19 He also asked the students to •·see" the imprisoned panther. Then the class perceived
with their imaginations, to get inside the experience of the artist, perceiving what the artist thought
and felt. Merton noted that some think of imagination as fantasy. Playfully, he observed, 'That i s
what you use when making your evening meditation. That is where you get mental movies:· However. imagination is not fantasy; rather it deals with a deeper reality. As he said, "It is creative and recreative and a function of the intellect."'20 Through the imagination students connect with the poem
and recreate for themselves the experience of the poet. Th us, the artist makes each student into an
arti st. 21 In this second step, they con nected. as it were, with Rilke and with him expe1ienced the
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panther moving in endless circles inside hi s cage. Finally the students percei ved "in the deepest part
of the self, the heart." 21 Here they began to comprehend intuitively, spiritually, the meaning of the
experience, coming finally to some wisdom about the deep truths of the human experience. In thi s
third step, students came to understand in a profound sense what it is to be imprisoned a nd how li ving
beings survive and prevail. In the poem, the panther looked directly into the poetic eyes for a moment, making a contact that demonstrated that the animal was not completely s tupefied, des troyed by
his captors.
The tapes of classes on Rilke and other m ystic poets give indication that Merton 's special pedagogical strengths were his abilities to share his unbounded love of poetry, a kind of love that was
infectious, and to give students guidance in perceiving poetry in the ir solitude . Hi s were fast-moving
and happy classes where hearty, healthy laughter resounded. In all probability. students in these
person-centered classes gained greater spiritual strength and wisdom as they continued in glorious
freedom on their paths toward self-discovery. That was Merton 's wish as teache r, hi s prayer as fell ow
sojourner, and the tapes give strong evidence that his prayer was answered.
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